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Intelligent Air Conditioning/Heat Pump Controller - Sensibo Air Pro
Are you wondering how to make your interior more comfortable, economical, and intelligent? Sensibo Air Pro is the answer to your needs.
Designed with ease of installation and advanced features in mind, this intelligent air conditioning/heat pump controller will make your life
easier.
 
Incredibly Simple Installation in Just One Minute
Starting right from the beginning, Sensibo Air Pro stands out with its incredibly simple installation. It only takes one minute to connect
and start using it. It's a fast and hassle-free solution that allows you to enjoy comfort right away.
 
Clean Air with PureBoost Technology
Sensibo Air  Pro  also  features  PureBoost  technology.  Sensibo Air  Pro  has  built-in  sensors  that  monitor  CO2 and TVOC levels  in  the air.
When it detects pollutants, it communicates with other Sensibo devices, activating the AC fan or Sensibo Pure air purifier to ensure air
quality in your environment.
 
Integration with Your Favorite Voice Assistants
Sensibo Air Pro works with Amazon Echo, Google Home, and Apple HomeKit. This means you can control the temperature or monitor air
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quality using your voice. It's simple, convenient, and always under your control.
 
Full Control, Energy Savings, and Climate Triggering
Sensibo Air  Pro  provides full  control  of  your  air  conditioning from anywhere.  Manage modes,  fan levels,  LED lighting,  and many other
parameters. Additionally, with 7-day schedules, Climate React, and Geo-fencing, you can save up to 40% on energy and enjoy excellent
climate comfort.
 
Package Contents
Controller x 1
Power supply x 1
Double-sided tape x 1
 
BrandSensiboModelAir  ProConnectivityWi-Fi  802.11  b/g/n  @  2.4GHz,  Bluetooth  Low  Energy,  DHCP  or  static  IP  addressing,  SSL
encryptionSensorsTVOC  (Total  Volatile  Organic  Compound),  CO2  equivalent  (using  TVOC),  temperature,  humidity,  two  infrared
receiversThroughput10-20MB/monthDimensions65  x  65  x  17mmCompatibilityiOS,  Android,  Web  (HTML5)Voice  AssistantsAmazon  Echo
(Alexa), Google Home, Apple HomeKit, SmartThings, IFTTT, Open API

Preço:

€ 179.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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